ABSTRACT

This study is aimed to give an insight on writers' ability in implementing study on meaning interpretation in text structure of movie reviews by using sugestopedia method to the 11th grade students of SMAN 16 BANDUNG.

The research problems formulated by the writer are: (a) are writers able to implement the study of meaning interpretation in text structure of movie reviews by using sugestopedia method to the students?; (b) are the 11th students able to follow the study on meaning interpretation in text structure of movie reviews by using sugestopedia method?; (c) is the sugestopedia method effective to use in the study on meaning interpretation in text structure of movie reviews to the 11th grade students?

The hypotheses formulated by the writer are: (a) the writers are able to implement the study on meaning interpretation in text structure of movie reviews by using sugestopedia method to the 11th grade students; (b) the 11th grade students are able to follow the study on meaning interpretation in text structure of movie reviews by using sugestopedia method; (c) the sugestopedia method is effective to use in the study on meaning interpretation in text structure of movie reviews to the 11th grade students.

The study results are as follow:

a. The writers are able to implement the study on meaning interpretation in text structure of movie reviews by using sugestopedia method to the 11th grade students. This can be proven by the result of learning activity which is 3,50.

b. The 11th grade students are able interpret meaning in text structure of movie reviews. This can be proven by the improvement of the study result that reached 19,2, from the average result of pre-test; 53,23, becomes 72,06 in the post-test. 3

c. The sugestopedia method is effective to use in the study on meaning interpretation in text structure of movie reviews to the 11th grade students. This can be proven by the result of statistical test tcount > ttable, which is 7,16 > 2,05 from 95% of confidence, 5% of significant value, and 29 degree of liberty.

Based on the previous facts explained above, the writer concluded that all hypotheses formulated by the writer in the study can be accepted.
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